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Hello. And welcome to the first in a series of short videos on Solutions Journalism,
brought to you by the Africa Data Hub and the Solutions Journalism Network. This
first video will serve as an introduction to solutions reporting, explaining what it is –
and what it isn’t – and how it can really elevate your journalism and engage your
audience.

And those are both important goals. Journalism is as essential as ever, but news
consumers are turning away from us and losing trust. To regain that trust will require
some fresh thinking, and a recommitment to providing news that consumers crave –
news that aggressively addresses problems – but also aggressively explores possible
ways forward.

So let’s start by grounding this in a perspective many of us in journalism have had our
entire careers, and what I call
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Journalism’s theory of change … at least according to journalists.
So you see here: According to this theory, the role of journalists is simply to shine a
light on a problem. And we convinced ourselves that having done that, our work was
done, and pointing out the problem would be su�cient to spur reform.

But that approach leads to a lot of problem-focused reporting that audiences reject.
And not simply because it’s depressing, but because it o�ers no help. And no hope.

But there’s a better way. And that’s solutions journalism.
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Solutions journalism is “rigorous and compelling reporting about responses to social
problems. It investigates and explains, in a critical and clear-eyed way, examples of
people working toward solutions.”

This is a great definition from one of SJN’s founders, and all the words here
important.
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Solutions Journalism is rigorous. This isn’t about taking anyone’s word that a policy is
e�ective.
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It relies on your investigative skills – to really dive in and evaluate how a policy was
implemented and how good the evidence is that it’s having the desired e�ect.
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It calls for a critical eye. This isn’t advocacy or flu�. And in fact, reporting on the
limitations of a response is as important as reporting on what appears to be working.

Some wrongly see this as an alternative – or worse, as the opposite – of hard-hitting
accountability journalism. But it’s really the natural partner to that sort of serious
work – going beyond the important role journalists play in exposing and reporting on
social problems, and expanding that to include the equally important role of critically
analyzing responses to those problems – with an eye toward identifying those
responses with a strong evidence-based record of success.
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Journalist Sam Quinones has a smart take on this, pointing out that – yes – in
government, some things do work. And of course that goes for non-governmental
organizations and for communities and for individuals. Some things do work, and as
Sam notes, if you’re afraid to pursue those stories, you’re not fulfilling for public duty
as a journalist.
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So this can make for a good story. It’s important not to shy away from stories that
reveal problems.
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But this can make for a better story, fulfilling that public duty as a journalist by going
beyond the problem to apply the same rigorous reporting to solutions.

And this can be done without, as Sam writes, being a “sellout.” And the secret is the
emphasis on seeking out an evidence-based record of success. Not relying on
government o�cials or experts. Not resting your credibility on someone’s assurance
that they’ve found a better way. But insisting on credible evidence that a policy or
practice is having the desired e�ect.

So to be clear: In this story, for example, experts didn’t simply “say” we can turn
things around. They pointed to specific data showing where certain responses were
working and other responses weren’t.

That emphasis on identifying who’s doing it better is central to solutions journalism.
It’s great public-service journalism, giving communities the tools to see if a
successful response in another community might be replicable closer to home.
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Like this piece from early in the pandemic, when reporters in Africa recognized that
many countries on the continent were doing a better job keeping COVID at bay,
compared to the United States and set out to learn what they were doing di�erently
that o�cials in the U.S. – or anywhere – could emulate.
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ANIMATION1: So they identified di�erences in how countries in Africa

approached the virus, compared to the U.S.

ANIMATION2: And they highlighted several interventions countries applied,
including, as you see here, a drive to expand testing capacity, which certainly was not
the case in other parts of the world.

ANIMATION3: And they had data points suggesting the interventions were
working.
This isn’t sugar-coating problems. It’s recognizing the value of going beyond the
problems to deliver journalism that better serves our audiences.
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And Dr. Bashar Abubakar, a health journalist in Nigeria, highlights the importance of
this approach. Reporting on solutions isn’t simply an academic exercise. Policies
a�ect real people. And writing about the before-and-after impact of a successful
policy gives voice and humanity to those in the community most directly a�ected.
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So let’s recap, with the big-picture question: Why do Solutions Journalism?
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And three quick reasons: More impact. More engagement. And just more good
journalism on your platforms.
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More impact by giving communities a possible way forward in addressing important
issues. And with an emphasis on rigorous evidence – rather than simply competing
opinions – it can lead to more constructive discourse and less divisiveness.
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More engagement because studies show audiences don’t tune out the news when
coverage of problems is paired with coverage of potential solutions that give them
the power to make a di�erence.
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And lastly. It’s just good journalism. Stronger. More complete. And elevates your
accountability reporting by showing that problems don’t have to be accepted as
unavoidable. And those in power can’t get away with saying there’s nothing they can
do.
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Thanks for watching. And be sure to check out our other videos in this series at
africadatahub-dot-org-slash-?????


